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One of the largest historical Molybdenum mines in South
Korea
Recent diamond drilling confirming molybdenum
mineralisation
Potential for tungsten credit
Excellent location – favourable logistics
South Korean Government Funded Drilling program
Contractual rights to 100% ownership
Established management & “in-country” team
Diamond drilling re-commencing in late March or early April
2013

The Directors of Desert Mines and Metals Limited (“Desert”) are
Website
pleased to announce the signing of a non-binding Terms Sheet for the
proposed acquisition of Korean Resources Limited (“KRL”)
www.desertminesandmetals.com (“Transaction”). Korean Resources Limited through its wholly
owned subsidiary Suyeon Mining Company Limited has contractual
ASX Code
rights to acquire several molybdenum exploration properties in South
DSN
Korea.

For further information on this
release and the Company please
contact:

Martin Pyle
Executive Director
Phone
+618 6143 1840

The consideration payable by Desert under the Transaction, subject to
various conditions precedent including Desert shareholder approval,
comprises the issue of 55,000,000 fully paid ordinary shares and
8,500 performance shares in the capital of Desert (see details below).
Commenting on the Transaction, Executive Director Martin Pyle
noted: “The proposed acquisition offers Desert an advanced
exploration project featuring historic molybdenum/tungsten mines.
The Daehwa Project is considerably more advanced than any of our
exploration projects based in Western Australia and offers
diversification of our exploration risk at an attractive entry price. The
transaction if completed will bring additional highly skilled board
representation and in-country operating experience.
Desert’s proposed entry into South Korea is carefully measured by
ensuring that a considerable portion of the proposed consideration is
tied to JORC resource delineation milestones so that the vendor and
Desert can equitably benefit from the upside as the exploration
programs are advanced”.

PROPOSED TRANSACTION TERMS
DSN has executed a non binding terms sheet (“Terms Sheet”) with Indo Gold Limited (ACN 110 982 315)
(“Indo Gold”) regarding the proposed acquisition of 100% of the share capital of Indo Gold’s subsidiary
KRL (“Transaction”). KRL is an Australian unlisted public company.
KRL, through its wholly owned Korean incorporated subsidiary Suyeon Mining Company Ltd (“SMCL”),
has contractual rights (under the terms of tenement acquisition and exploration agreements) to purchase
mining tenements (“Mining Rights”) in South Korea, which confer rights to explore for certain minerals
including molybdenum and tungsten. The key project in the portfolio is the Daehwa Project which
incorporates historical molybdenum and tungsten mines.
The key components of the Terms Sheet are as follows:
1

2

(Consideration): The consideration for the acquisition of 100% of the share capital of KRL will be
the allotment and issue to Indo Gold (or its nominees) of securities in the capital of DSN, as follows:
(a)

55,000,000 fully paid ordinary shares (“Shares”) at a deemed issue price of A$0.03 per Share
on completion of the Proposed Acquisition (“Acquisition Shares”);

(b)

2,000 performance shares (“Class A Performance Shares”), with each Class A Performance
Share to convert into 10,000 Shares (representing an aggregate total of up to 20,000,000 Shares)
following the declaration of an inferred JORC Resource of 10,000t of molybdenum equivalent
(MoEq) mineralisation within 3 years of completion of the Transaction. If the above objective is
not achieved, all Class A Performance Shares will convert into one Share; and

(c)

6,500 performance shares (“Class B Performance Shares”), with each Class B Performance
Share to convert into 10,000 Shares (representing an aggregate total of up to 65,000,000 Shares)
following the declaration of an additional inferred JORC Resource of 15,000t of (MoEq) within
3 years of completion of the Transaction. If the above objective is not achieved, all Class B
Performance Shares will convert into one Share.

(Loan): DSN will loan $100,000 to KRL (“Loan”) prior to completion of the Transaction
(“Completion”) with the funds to be used for agreed budgeted expenditure. The Loan will attract
interest at the rate of the BBSW plus 5%. The number of Acquisition Shares to be issued upon
Completion will be reduced, in full repayment of the Loan, by up to 3,333,333 Shares depending on
the proportion of the loan expended as at Completion.
If the Transaction does not proceed for any reason other than by reason of a material breach or
breaches by Desert in respect of the Transaction, the Loan will be repaid in full either, at the election
of KRL, in cash or, subject to shareholder approval if required, by the issue of shares in the capital of
KRL to Desert. The parties have entered into a formal loan agreement to give effect to these terms.

3

(Conditions Precedent): The Transaction is subject to the following conditions precedent:
(a)

completion by Desert of satisfactory due diligence;

(b)

execution of a formal binding share sale and purchase agreement by the parties on or before 12
April 2013;

(c)

Desert obtaining all necessary approvals and consents required in relation to the Transaction,
including obtaining shareholder approval for the purposes of sections 611 item 7 and 246B of
the Corporations Act 2001(Cth) and ASX Listing Rule 11.1.2 and obtaining an independent
expert’s report which concludes that the Transaction is fair and reasonable;

(d)

KRL and its subsidiaries having working capital of not less than $nil financial indebtedness,
other than the obligations in respect of the outstanding purchase price instalment in relation to
the acquisition of the Daehwa Project;

(e)

Desert securing funding of not less than $2,000,000 from its major shareholder Aurora Minerals
Limited (“Aurora”) through the issue of convertible notes under a convertible note facility
(“Convertible Note Facility”) for the purposes of providing exploration and working capital for
the development of Desert’s projects and for outstanding purchase price instalment in relation to
the acquisition of the Daehwa Project and both Desert and Aurora obtaining all necessary
shareholder approval from their respective shareholders in respect of the Convertible Note
Facility.

(f)

there being no material adverse change to the business, assets, condition, liabilities or results of
operations or prospects of Desert or KRL.

CORPORATE STRUCTURE
The corporate structure of KRL and its subsidiaries is as follows:
Desert to Issue Shares for the
acquisition of Korean Resources
Limited (KRL). KRL is an Australian
incorporated public unlisted company.

KRL

KRL owns 100% of Suyeon Mining
Corporation Limited (SMCL) a Korean
Incorporated company

SMCL
SMCL has contractual rights to
purchase 100% of several projects

Daehwa Project (Key Asset). Currently
there are three “Mining Right”
tenements over the Daehwa Project,
granted until 2027/2028. Final
payment of ~$225k due Jan 2014

Daehwa
Project

Changsu
Project

WHY KOREA?
South Korea is a modern democratic country featuring world class infrastructure, skilled cost-effective
labour and a large domestic demand for molybdenum and tungsten as inputs into its world class steel
industry.
It enjoys a high standard of living and high educational standards. Korea is world renowned for its heavy
industries including steel, vehicle and consumer goods manufacturing as well as high-tech industries such as
telecommunications and computing.
South Korea has a long history of mining generally of a size considered artisanal by Australian standards. It
has well established codified laws allowing for 100% foreign ownership of mining projects. Several
Western companies are producing from and/or developing molybdenum and tungsten mines in country.
There is excellent opportunity to apply modern exploration, development and mining practices to the
country’s mineral resources. Many of the basic skills are already available in country, for instance its
tunnelling expertise is well established owing to the massive road/rail infrastructure which has been
constructed right across and through the highly mountainous country-side.
South Korea has several molybdenum and tungsten smelters and its close proximity to China to the West
and Japan to the East ensures that the relative transport costs for selling concentrates to these markets is also
very competitive when compared to most other global concentrate suppliers selling into these markets.
Despite a long history of mining, South Korea has largely missed the decade long global resurgence of the
mining industry. However the government’s support for mining activities is seen in many aspects including
exploration co-funding and development support, low applicable tax rates (~25%) and no royalties. Korea
Resources Corporation (“KORES”) is a South Korean Government authority charged with the support and
development of domestic and overseas mineral resources. On the domestic front, KORES, amongst other
services, supports exploration companies through the provision of drilling services either through its own
fleet or contract drilling companies.
DAEHWA PROJECT
The Daehwa Project is located some 100km southeast of Seoul in Chungbuk Province in the centre of South
Korea (Fig 1). The Daehwa Project contains two former molybdenum /tungsten (Mo/W) mines, Daehwa
and Donsan. The Daehwa Project is comprised of three Mining Rights with granted tenure subject to
meeting performance conditions until 2027-2028.
In 1902, local prospectors discovered a quartz vein outcrop with molybdenite, wolframite and scheelite
close to the Daehwa Mine site. The Daehwa underground operations commenced in 1904 and became the
largest Molybdenum (Mo) mine in South Korea prior to its closure in 1984 due to declining Mo prices.
Historic production reported until 1979 is 2,022t of MoS2 in a 95% concentrate and 793t of WO3 (tungsten)
in a 65-70% concentrate. Only limited records have been found for the adjacent Donsan Mine (which now
forms part of the current Daehwa Project) but based on historic plans and surface artefacts including mine
waste dumps it is believed that the mine also produced significant quantities of MoS2 and WO3. Numerous
high grade MoS2 specimens remain on the Daehwa and Donsan waste dumps indicative of the high grade
nature of the mineralisation from the main lode structures (Fig 2). Many of the historic adits remain open
and some remnants of the Donsan mine infrastructure still remain today.

Figure 1: Daehwa Project Location Map

Figure 2: Photo montage showing Daehwa mine waste dump spoil and recently drilled diamond core.

At Daehwa, the Precambrian basement of gneisses and schists has been intruded by a Late Cretaceous
granitic body that is part of the broader South Korea wide Bulguksa granitic intrusive suite. Numerous
fissure-filling quartz veins form a sheeted vein stockwork hosted within the gneissic basement adjacent to
and extending southwards into a granitic body. The granite and the basement gneiss have been locally
intruded by quartz porphyry and lamprophyre dykes that predate or developed syn-mineralisation.
The major ore minerals at Daehwa are molybdenite, wolframite, powellite and scheelite with minor amounts
of chalcopyrite, sphalerite, galena, cassiterite and bismuthinite within fissure filling quartz veins.
Daehwa Exploration Targets
The Mo/W deposits consist of numerous veins that vary from sub millimetre scale to 0.6m in width and
strike can be traced for over 1km in places (Fig 3). Up to 20 of the more significant veins identified to date
have had some degree of historical development over the life of the mine, with development records
suggesting up to ten of them being the main focus of mine production.
The sheeted vein stockwork covers a significant area with the mineralisation open along strike and down dip
suggesting significant exploration upside potential. Significant potential remains to test the down dip
extensions of the main higher grade lodes.

Figure 3: Daehwa Project – Plan View of Historic Workings and 2010-2012 KORES drilling

Significant high grade potential exists at depth along more than 1km of strike development on the main
footwall lode structures and is termed Target 1 (Fig’s 3 & 4). In addition, there is an opportunity to develop
a significant low grade resource in the hangingwall of the main lode development (Target 2). The strongly
altered hangingwall porphyry represents another target as selective sampling of this unit has shown it to be
mineralised (Target 4). In addition, the point at which the hangingwall porphyry intersects the main lode
structure to the south of existing workings constitutes a separate high grade target termed Target 3.
Currently, an overall estimate of grade cannot be determined for the various Targets outlined above until
full sampling of the core has been completed.
Sampling undertaken by KORES to date has involved only selective sampling of the hangingwall
mineralisation, hence the overall potential of this zone is unknown. Several large stopes are noted in the
hangingwall and it is unclear what was mined from them. These may represent an additional moderate to
high grade target

Figure 4: Daehwa Project - Schematic Cross Section showing hangingwall lodes and downdip potential of
Main “Footwall” Lodes.

KORES has been drilling at the Daehwa Project over the past three years under an agreement with the
previous owners and in late 2013 will complete its program. This drilling gives it the right to negotiate terms
of a participation agreement if an economically viable project is identified by December 2013.
Prior to 2012 all the KORES drilling had been in the hangingwall, with none of the holes being drilled deep
enough to test the continuation of the main workings at depth.
In late 2012 KORES, under the supervision of KRL, drilled three diamond holes into Daehwa collared from
the eastern side of the property and drilled at shallow angle to the west such that the holes passed through a
larger portion of the prospective north-south mineralised trend. To date these holes have only been visually
logged and no assaying reported. The drill cores have to date been partially cut and samples are being
progressively submitted to laboratories for assaying.
The recent drilling has intersected numerous quartz veins with molybdenite and lesser wolframite
mineralisation along with weak disseminated scheelite and powellite mineralisation within the hangingwall
gneiss and porphyry and locally moderate to strong quartz scheelite vein mineralisation associated with the
lamprophyre dykes.
KORES has recently advised SMCL that it intends to undertake a further 1890m, 4 hole diamond drill
program at Daehwa commencing in late March or early April 2013. The KORES diamond drilling program
will continue to save SMCL a considerable amount of money and means that drilling will recommence
shortly irrespective of additional funding the proposed Transaction will bring to bear on the Daehwa Project.

SMCL will work closely with KORES to derive maximum benefit for the project from the remaining
KORES drilling budget.
SMCL intends to conduct additional exploration in its own right including access and sampling of the
historic adits, together with geological mapping with full drillhole sampling and additional drilling as
required.
Outlined below is an Indicative timetable for the proposed exploration program on the Daehwa Project
Mar Apr May Jun Jul

Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb

Acquisition Completion
Korean Projects
Assaying ~1300m diamond drilling (from
2012 KORES program)
KORES 1,890m DD (2013)
KRL 2,000m DD (follow up)
Adit Rehab/Mapping/Sampling
Resource Appraisal
Prelim Met Test
#

Budget ~$2M (inclusive of South Korean overheads but exclusive of KORES drilling budget. KORES drilling is primarily funded by
KORES. KRL provides logistic support for the KORES drill program by supplying core trays and will fund down hole surveying of
the KORES drill holes and also funds any core orientation studies),
#

subject to ongoing review of results during course of the year

BOARD & MANAGEMENT CHANGES
As part of the Transaction KRL will have the right to nominate up to three new Directors to the Desert
Board. In addition KRL has an established management team which will also come across to Desert.
On Completion, it is currently proposed that Mr Chris Rashleigh will be appointed Managing Director of
Desert. Chris is a mining engineer and has 40 years experience in the resources industry, both in Australia
and internationally. He is a director of KRL and has been instrumental in establishing KRL’s corporate and
exploration activities in South Korea.
It is proposed that Mr Daniel Noonan will be appointed as Chief Geologist South Korea. Danny is a
geologist and has over 25 years experience in the minerals industry. He is currently managing KRL’s South
Korean exploration activities.

CAPITAL RAISING
The key terms of the Convertible Note Facility are set out below:
1

(Drawdown): The principal amount of $2,000,000 may be drawn down within 5 business days of
Completion (which is expected to occur in May 2013).

2

(Maturity Date): 12 months from the date of Drawdown.

3

(Interest): $200,000 payable on Drawdown in the form of 20,000,000 Desert options, with such
options to vest on the Maturity Date with an exercise price of 4.5 cents per option on or before the
date that is 1 year from the Maturity Date.

4

(Repayment):
(a)

At the Maturity Date, at the sole discretion of Desert, Desert may elect to:
(i)

pay $2M in cash; or

(ii)

issue such number of Shares at a deemed issue price per Share of the greater of 3c and
90% of the VWAP for the 20 trading days in which the Shares traded immediately prior to
the Maturity Date, which would have an aggregate value of $2M,

to Aurora.
(b)

5

6

Aurora may at its sole discretion, elect once at any time during the period commencing 180
calendar days after Completion and ceasing on the Maturity Date, to convert all or part of the
principal amount into Shares at a deemed issue price per Share of the greater of 3c and 90% of
the volume-weighted average price of Shares for the 20 trading days in which the Shares traded
immediately prior to the date notice of Aurora’s election is given.

(Conditions): The Convertible Note Facility is conditional upon:
(a)

Desert obtaining shareholder approval to issue the convertible notes and options to Aurora and
for any subsequent conversion or exercise by Aurora ; and

(b)

Aurora obtaining shareholder approval to subscribe for the convertible notes and options.

(Transferability): The convertible notes will be transferable.

Combined with Desert’s current cash reserves and allowing for working capital requirements and costs of
the Transaction it is anticipated that Desert will have in excess of $3M available post completion of the
Transaction for exploration and working capital purposes.

PROPOSED CAPITAL STRUCTURE
The effect of the Transaction (including the Convertible Note Facility) on the capital structure of Desert is
set out below.
Securities
Shares currently on issue

Number
139,265,418

Percentage
72.94%

Shares to be issued pursuant to the Terms Sheet 1.
Total Shares upon completion of the Transaction

51,666,667

27.06%

190,932,085

100%

Class A Performance Shares – convertible into 20,000,000 2,000
Shares if milestone achieved – to be issued pursuant to the
Terms Sheet
Class B Performance Shares – convertible into 65,000,000 6,500
Shares if milestone achieved – to be issued pursuant to the
Terms Sheet
Total Performance Shares upon completion of the 8,500
Transaction

23.53%

76.47%

100%

Convertible Notes to be issued pursuant to the Capital Raising
Total convertible notes upon completion of the Transaction

2,000,000

100%

2,000,000

100%

Unlisted options currently on issue

42,655,000

68.08%

Unlisted options – exercisable at 4.5 cents per option on or 20,000,000
before the date that is 1 year after the Maturity Date – to be
issued pursuant to the Capital Raising 2.
Total options upon completion of the Transaction
62,655,000

31.92%

Notes:
1.

2.

100%

Under the Terms Sheet, a total of 55,000,000 Shares are to be issued in part consideration for the acquisition of 100% of the
shares in the capital of KRL. However, if Completion occurs, the Loan will be repaid in full by reducing the number of such
Shares to 51,666,667 Shares.
It is proposed that 20,000,000 unlisted options, each exercisable at $0.045 per option within one year of the maturity date, will
be granted to Aurora by way of payment of interest under the Convertible Note Facility.

INDICATIVE TIMETABLE
The Company intends to convene a general meeting of its shareholders to seek all necessary approvals for
the Transaction, among other things. A Notice of General Meeting and Explanatory Memorandum
containing further details will be circulated in due course.
An indicative timetable for completion of the Transaction is provided below
Activity
Completion of Due Diligence
Execution of Formal Agreement
Lodgement of Notice of Meeting
Despatch of Notice of Meeting to Desert shareholders
Shareholders Meeting to approve the Transaction
Completion of the Transaction

Indicative Date
5 April 2013
5 April 2013
8 April 2013
18 April 2013
20 May 2013
27 May 2013

The above dates are indicative only and may change without notice.
AUSTRALIAN EXPLORATION
Desert’s Western Australian exploration program will continue post completion of the Transaction. Desert
has recently completed the necessary expenditure to earn a 51% participating interest in the Camel Hills
Joint Venture Project (CHJVP) from Aurora Minerals Limited. As a result of completing this milestone its
expenditure obligations have effectively been reduced from prior years as moving forward it is responsible
for 51% of the expenditure commitments on the CHJVP. The tenement package currently exceeds some
1,700km2 deemed by the company’s geologists as being prospective for gold, copper, nickel and iron ore.
Martin Pyle
Executive Director
+61(0)429 999 552

Robert Taylor
Executive Director

The information in this announcement that relates to Korean Exploration Results, Mineral Resources or
Ore Reserves is based on information compiled by Mr Daniel Noonan, a Member of The Australian Institute
of Mining and Metallurgy. Mr Noonan is Exploration Manager for Korean Resources Limited and is
employed through Indo Gold Limited.
The information in this report that relates to Australian Exploration Results, Mineral Resources or Ore
Reserves is based on information compiled by Dr Robert S Taylor, a Member of The Institute of Materials,
Minerals and Mining. Executive Director of Desert Mines and Metals Limited, Robert Taylor is employed
through his consulting company Able Kids Pty Ltd.
Messrs Robert Taylor and Daniel Noonan have sufficient experience which is relevant to the style of
mineralisation and type of deposit under consideration and to the activity which they are undertaking to
qualify as Competent Persons as defined in the 2004 Edition of the ‘Australasian Code for Reporting of
Exploration Results, Mineral Resources and Ore Reserves’. Messrs Robert Taylor and Daniel Noonan
consent to the inclusion in the announcement of the matters based on this information in the form and
context in which it appears.

